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Learning Objectives

•Explain why we are talking about professional 

boundaries and disruptive clinicians

•Self-assessment: Should you be worried?

•Define professional boundaries

•What they are, why important, how/why they are 

crossed, how to maintain

•Describe the disruptive clinician

•Impact, why they behave that way, how to 

change that behavior



What is a boundary?



Examples of Boundaries

Fence

Red light

Line on a playing field

Musical rest

Property line

Guard rail

Wedding ring

Sea wall



What does a boundary do?



What Boundaries Do

Protect

Place limits

Create divisions

Dictate behavior

Define

Manage, organize

Indicate differences

Mark beginnings, 

endings



What are examples of boundaries in 

clinical life?



Boundaries in Clinical Life

Title

Scope of practice 

Patient population

Professional attire

Policies (personal)

Policies (professional)

Ground rules, 

expectations 

Time

Practice setting

Professional oath

Code of Ethics

Code of Conduct

Treatment guidelines

Standards of care

Laws



Boundaries in clinical life help to 

define your professional role.



Case: Dr. Dogwood

Episode 1:  

•Hispanic, male, Family Medicine

•No pt complaints in 20 years

•Greets all staff/patients with a hug, feels it is rude 

not to



Case: Dr. Dogwood

Episode 1:  

•Hugs nurse he recognized, she complained to 

hospital HR



Case: Dr. Dogwood

Episode 2:  

•Believes if you praise people, they will like working 

with you

•Made comments about coworkers’ appearance

•A few complained to HR



Episode 3:  

•Had a new pt to see but was running late

•To save time, he unhooked her bra and unzipped 

jeans for exam

•Pt complained to office manager

•Pt’s friend told her to report to the board

Case: Dr. Dogwood



Getting in Trouble

•With employer

•With licensing board



Getting in Trouble With Your Employer

•Medical Staff bylaws

•Code of Conduct (Code of Ethics)

•Patients’ Bill of Rights

•Human Resources policies



Getting in Trouble With the Board

•Violations of the state Medical Practice Act

•Authorized by the 10th amendment

•MPA is the state law that governs the practice 

of medicine

•Who

•When

•How

•Establishes the licensing board

•Composition and authority



Getting in Trouble With the Board

•A state medical licensing board’s mission: to 

protect the public

•In NYS

•The Dept of Education through the Board of 

Medicine confers your privilege to practice

through conferring your license

•The Dept of Health through the Office of 

Professional Medical Conduct investigates 

complaints, disciplines when necessary



Getting in Trouble With the Board

•Violations of the state Medical Practice Act: 

professional misconduct

•“unprofessional conduct”

•“moral turpitude” or “moral unfitness”

•“negligence,” “gross negligence”

•“incompetence,” “gross incompetence”



Getting in Trouble With the Board

•Disciplinary actions (public letter of reprimand, 

probation, suspension, revocation) can:

•Trigger mandatory report to the National 

Practitioner Data Bank (a permanent record)

•Adversely impact specialty board certification

•Adversely impact insurance participation

•Limit employment opportunities

•Be available for public view



Case: Dr. Dogwood

The board investigation discovered the complaints to 

HR. With multiple complaints about him, the board 

ordered:

• Probation for 6 months

• Restriction from seeing female patients and from 

supervising NPs or PAs who might see female patients 

• A fine

• Remedial coursework in boundaries and ethics



Professional Boundaries and Ethics 

Remediation

•The field of professional ethics

•Based on bioethical principles

•Some common issues; others differ

•Everyone is at risk for getting into trouble



Professional Boundaries and Ethics 

Remediation

•Course attendees

•Smart

•Highly educated

•Well-trained

•Well-meaning

•Know right from wrong

•Exercised very poor judgment

•Veered out of their professional role



Context

•In NYS in 2018

•> 115,000 physicians, PAs

•9014 board complaints received; 8782 (97%) 

were closed w/o further action

• 283 (0.25% of physicians, PAs) final actions

•213 were revocations, suspensions, 

restrictions



Boundaries in Clinical Life

Title

Scope of practice 

Patient population

Professional attire

Policies (personal)

Policies (professional)

Ground rules, 

expectations 

Time

Practice setting

Professional oath

Code of Ethics

Code of Conduct

Treatment guidelines

Standards of care

Laws



Case: The Orthopedics Department

•Departmental custom: fill rxs for coworkers and 

their family

•Complaint to board about impaired department 

chair

•Investigation uncovers inappropriate CDS rxs, 

diversion

•Further investigation uncovers rx custom

•All faculty get probation x 3 years



Case: Dr. Ash

•Dr. Ash takes care of the 3 y.o. child of a colleague

•The colleague texts Dr. Ash off-hours with 

questions, prescription requests

•OR

•Colleague texts Dr. Ash off-hours with questions, 

prescription requests for their child who is not Dr. 

Ash’s patient



Case: Dr. Ash

•Dr. Ash does not know how to say “no”

•Wants to be colleagial, a team player

•Wants to be liked by colleague



Case: Dr. Plum

•Family Medicine

•Expertise in ADD/ADHD

•Resident’s 8 y.o. has behavioral issues

•Teacher thinks possible ADD

•Dr. Plum rxs Ritalin based on resident’s hx



Case: Dr. Plum

•Resident’s estranged husband (child’s father) upset 

at Ritalin rx

•Reports Dr. Plum to board for treating w/o 

evaluating 

•Board finds unprofessional conduct. Orders:

•Probation x 3 years

•Probation monitoring

•Cannot supervise residents

•Fine

•Remedial education



Case: Dr. Plum

•In remedial course, Dr. Plum discloses that she has 

been rx’ing for church members for years

•Has issues with saying “no”

•Wants to be helpful

•Wants to be liked by community



Dr. Ash, Orthopedics Dept., and Dr. Plum

•All cases show indications for policies

•Professional: rxs for existing pts only, during 

office hours, charted

•Personal: after-hours requests go directly to on-

call service and staff; no curbside rx or tx



Dr. Ash, Orthopedics Dept., and Dr. Plum

•Why?

•When boards investigate, they look at charts for 

notes, coding, and billing (insurance fraud?)

•Pt safety

•Quality of care

• If it wasn’t charted, it didn’t happen

•Good charting protects you and your license



Cold Ethics / Hot Ethics

-Dan Ariely, Duke University

Psychology and Behavioral Economics

Predictably Irrational



Cold Ethics / Hot Ethics

•High emotion states (e.g., cold, hunger, frustration, 

insecurity, financial pressures) can cause people to 

do something they otherwise would not consider

•No matter how much experience we have, we make 

irrational decisions every time we are under the 

influence of aroused emotions

•“I never thought this could happen to me”



Dual Relationships

•When the clinician has both a clinical and another 

relationship with a patient

•Social

•Romantic/sexual

•Financial

•Business

•Supervisory

•Employment



Dual Relationships
•Why are dual relationships problematic?

•Role confusion on both sides

•Misunderstandings cause harm

•Uncertainty about motives

•Conflicts of interest

•Impact of the end of the non-clinical relationship

•Guilt, shame, anger, self-doubt

•Loss of trust

•Tarnished reputation of the profession

•Loss of/harm to the clinical relationship



Examples of Other Boundary Problems

•Thinking too much about a patient

•Rescue or savior fantasies

•Re-enacting the care of someone else that didn’t 

go well

•Romantic fantasies

•Going above and beyond for someone (ask yourself 

why, why now, why this person)

•Being Facebook friends with pts, coworkers, 

trainees



Examples of Other Boundary Problems

•Making house calls when that isn’t part of your 

usual practice

•Giving money to pts for food, meds

•Making exceptions “just this once”

•Not following usual office practice

•Not following standard of care

•Taking on a special clinical interest without formal 

training



Examples of Other Boundary Problems

•Sharing personal information (desires, difficulties) 

with patients or coworkers in an effort to “relate”

•Initiating physical contact with patients

•Extending the office visit when the clinical condition 

does not warrant it

•Intentionally interacting with a pt outside the formal 

clinical context

•Engaging in behaviors that are outside the scope of 

your role definition



Examples of Other Boundary Problems

•Sexual or romantic relationships with patients

•AMA Opinion 8.14

•Sexual contact that occurs concurrent with the 

physician-patient relationship constitutes sexual 

misconduct

•Sexual or romantic relationships with former 

patients are unethical if the physician uses or 

exploits the trust, emotions, or influence derived 

from the previous professional relationship



Examples of Other Boundary Problems

•Sexual or romantic relationships with key third 

parties

•AMA Opinion 8.145

•Physicians should refrain from sexual or romantic 

interactions with key third parties when the 

relationship is based on the use or exploitation of 

trust, knowledge, influence, or emotions derived 

from a professional relationship



How to Maintain Professional Boundaries

•Where policies are lacking, develop them

•Be sensitive to “hot” states

•Attend to those needs as soon as you can

•Stay in the moment

•Remember all the boundaries that help you define 

your professional role



How to Maintain Professional Boundaries

•Develop a script and memorize it

•“I know I always used to [refill your rx, let you text 

me at night, etc], but I just went to this talk and 

learned that docs are not supposed to do that. It 

could get [me, us both] in trouble.”

•Discuss questions or concerns with a 

mentor/trusted colleague 

•Follow the Dos and Dont’s



Some Dos

•Review Board rules, guidelines, updates regularly

•Review employer expectations, timelines, 

regulations, policies regularly

•Practice only within your area of expertise

•Document every clinical encounter accurately and 

carefully in the medical record

•Follow HIPAA standards, including for phones and 

computers

•Remain connected to colleagues—avoid isolation!



Some Dos

•Avoid dual roles 

•Take care of your physical, mental, emotional, 

spiritual, and financial health

•Get your “care and feeding” outside the office

•Seek help or support when you are overwhelmed 

and before you feel burned out

•Share patients’ gifts with your coworkers or staff

•Refuse expensive or personal gifts from patients

•Be a good boundaries role model for peers and 

trainees



Some Don’ts

•Take shortcuts

•Give money or gifts to patients

•Prescribe for family, friends, colleagues, pets, or 

yourself (exceptions for bona fide patients)

•Give medical advice in response to casual requests

•Argue or joke around with patients or coworkers

•Have personal communication with patients or 

coworkers via email, phone, or text



Some Don’ts

•Meet patients outside of normal working hours or 

outside the office

•Initiate a dual relationship

•Back-date anything

•Delegate too much, no matter how capable the 

other person seems or how overworked you are

•Supervise clinical activities outside your scope of 

practice

•Confuse friendliness with being friends



What is a disruptive clinician?



A Disruptive Clinician

•Demonstrates personality traits that interfere with 

their effective clinical performance

•Manifests these traits in their behaviors

•Negatively impacts those with whom they interact



A Disruptive Clinician

•Is more than just “not PC”

•Expresses aggressive behaviors

•Yelling, foul or abusive language

•Public criticism of coworkers

•Insults, shaming, intimidation, slamming

•Expresses passive-aggressive behaviors

•Hostile avoidance (“cold shoulder”)

•Unavailability when they should be available

•Condescending language or tone; sarcasm

•Jokes about race, gender, other’s appearance



The Negative Impact

•Reduced patient safety and patient satisfaction

•Poor representation of the profession

•Increased medical errors

•Higher staff turnover

•Lowered team morale, higher stress

•Increased self-doubt (in others)

•Fostered sense of victimization among all

•Increased cost of care   

•Increased lawsuits



The Importance of Professional Decorum

The ABMS Program for MOC involves ongoing 

measurement of six core competencies defined by 

ABMS and ACGME:

1. Practice-based learning and improvement

2. Patient care and procedural skills

3. Systems-based Practice

4. Medical Knowledge

5. Interpersonal Communication Skills

6. Professionalism



The Importance of Professional Decorum

•TJC requires medical leaders to address disruptive 

behaviors, as they undermine a culture of safety.

•The AMA Code of Medical Ethics Opinion 9.031 

regards collegiality:

•Responsibility to other HCPs

•Respect for the rights of colleagues and other HCPs

•Avoidance of conduct that undermines the public’s 

confidence in the profession



But are we just talking about civility?



What Is Civility?

• Civility comes from the Latin word civilis, meaning 

"relating to public life, befitting a citizen.” When you show 

civility, you use kindness and good manners. You are 

respectful, even if you do not like the other person very 

much. (vocabulary.com)

•The sense of “politeness” arose in the 16th century. 

http://vocabulary.com


Civility

Citizenship in the medical community



Is it so difficult to be civil?

• Why? What has changed?

• Institutional culture

• Institutional clarity and consistency

• Private practice vs. being employed

• Changing societal expectations, norms

•Drivers: patient satisfaction, competition in the 

marketplace, public pressure, societal 

expectations, increasing awareness/sensitivity, 

workforce diversity, clashes in cultural norms



Changing milieu changes expectations

• Institutional

•New additions to institutional codes of conduct

•Language

•Discrimination

•New additions to institutional bylaws

•Professional conduct (language, touch, humor)

•Use of social media

•Electronic communication



Changing milieu changes expectations

•Societal

•More diverse workforce

•More diverse patient population

• Increasing awareness of historic exploitation and 

acceptance of these voices

•Sexual (#MeToo)

•Racial, ethnic

•Other marginalized groups

•What may have been tolerated before is not 

tolerated anymore



Standards change

•Clinicians are expected to change their 

clinical practices / skills / attitudes based on 

changes in knowledge

•Clinicians are also expected to change their 

behaviors / language based on changes in 

the societal and institutional milieu 



Case: Dr. Juniper

•Family Medicine, in his 60s

•Loves to teach

•Difficulty with names

•Calls every woman (pt, coworker, student) “honey” 

or “sweetie”

•Med student feels sexually harassed by this and 

files complaint

•HR investigates

•Med Exec Comm sends him for remedial education



Case: Dr. Juniper

•In class, Dr. Juniper is clueless

•Does not understand what all the fuss is about

•Believes that women like being called those names

•Embarrassed about difficulty with names

•Embittered by the student’s complaint



Case: Dr. Juniper

•Works on techniques for remembering names

•Uses cheat sheets

•Looks at name tags

•Has dropped the “honey” and “sweetie”

•Still bitter about student complaint. Will only teach 

residents now, but open to reconsidering in the 

future



Case: Dr. Redwood

•A classic “disruptive” physician

•Berated, belittled, insulted other providers and staff

•Used crude language and humiliated staff in front of 

patients when Dr. Redwood perceived others had 

made a mistake

•As a result, lost hospital privileges (mandated 

reported to board and NPDB)



Case: Dr. Redwood

•Board’s conclusions:

•Dr. Redwood’s “overbearing, volatile nature and 

devaluing conduct increased the potential for 

medical errors, placing patients at risk.” Order:

•Probation x 5 years; practice monitoring

•Remedial education; behavior and communication 

coaching



How do disruptive clinicians get that way?

•Clinical psychiatric or personality disorders

•Medical or cognitive problems

•Addictions

•Personal issues

•Marital or family problems, self-esteem issues

•Poor frustration tolerance

•Need to be in control

•Poor role modeling in professional decorum



How do disruptive clinicians get that way?

•Entitlement: not having been held to account for 

professional conduct in the past 

•Entitlement: are often top-performers clinically or 

financially

•Maladaptive response to stress

•Failing to update their behaviors as expectations 

change

•Rationalization based in primacy of patient welfare

•Predictably irrational in a hot state



A look at Dr. Redwood

•Works 9 am - MN

•Calls himself a perfectionist, like his parents who 

worked all the time

•Perceives criticism of others as a way to protect 

patients

•Little insight into how others percieve him

•Little appreciation for personal space



Case: Ms. Spruce, PA-C

•In practice for 20 years

•Frustrated with a pt’s non-compliance, shouts, “Get 

the #$!& out of my office!”

•Another patient overhears this and reports her to 

the board

•Board action: suspension x 1 year

•Ms. Spruce had been constantly overbooked and 

became burned out



Case: Dr. Elm

•Esteemed male endocrinology faculty

•Many observed instances of sexual harassment, 

physical and verbal

•Made a rude gesture to a resident in front of others 

who told her



Case: Dr. Elm

•Dr. Elm asked resident a question yelling “Think like 

a man and give me the right answer!”

•Resident made a compliant

•Ultimately, the Dean decided it was a “he-said-she-

said” situation



Case: Dr. Elm

•Dean told resident that Dr. Elm was struggling with 

the death of his daughter, considering retirement

•Dean replaced Dr. Elm on consult service last day

•Others heard why Dr. Elm was replaced and 

thanked the resident



What Does Dr. Elm’s Story Tell You?

• About institutional culture

• About power and hierarchy

• About stereotypes

• About stresses at work

• About stresses at home



Case: Dr. Pine

•Early career

•Often barks at her MA and nurse, mutters 

complaints about them under her voice to 

colleagues

•Colleagues don’t know what to do



What can you do?

•Don’t be a hero. Leave the room if you don’t feel 

safe.

•Perhaps try some empathic questioning (depends 

on your relationship). Your attentiveness will build 

trust

•De-escalate the tension

•Name what you are feeling

•Remember that the words are the surface; the 

real issues are beneath

•Stay calm. Distance yourself emotionally.



What can you do?

•Keep factual notes

•Go to those in a position to do something (division 

chief, dept chair, HR)

•Enlist the disruptive clinician in problem solving

•Do they have ideas about how to improve pt 

care?

•Can they brainstorm solutions to their 

frustrations?



What can institutions do?

•Discipline per medical staff bylaws

•Program of assistance

•Comprehensive finess for duty evaluation

•cognitive, medical, psychiatric, substance

•Empathy training

•Training in expressing feelings appropriately to 

achieve constructive ends

•Work on developing insight

•Long-term follow-up
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